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BASIC DATA 
Tiwi and MakBan Geothermal Power Green Bonds Project 

(3266 – Philippines) 

Key Project Data 

As per ADB Project 
Documents 
($ million) 

Actual 
($ million) 

Total Project Cost 
ADB Investment: 

Committed 
Outstanding 

Partial Credit Guarantee (PCG):  
Committed 
Utilization  
Outstanding 

Loan: 
Committed 
Disbursed 
Outstanding 

597.00 
 

221.81 
 
 

181.17 
 
 
 

40.64 
 

597.00 
 

221.81 
140.59 

 
181.17 
181.17 
128.40 

 
40.64 
40.64 
12.19 

ADB = Asian Development Bank. 
Note: Actual figure is based on the exchange rate prevalent at appraisal and stated in the report and recommendation 
of the President. Outstanding figure is based on 15 September 2019 data.  

 
Key Dates Expected Actual 

Concept Clearance Approval 
Fact-Finding Missions 
Board Approval 
Execution of Agreements, including Risk-Sharing 
Bonds Issuance 
Loan Effectiveness 
First Disbursement 

6 Aug 2014 
2 Feb 2015 
2 Jul 2015 
by Q3 2015 
by Q4 2015 

 

6 Aug 2014 
2 Feb 2015 
2 Jul 2015 

29 Feb 2016 
March 2016 
29 Feb 2016 
15 Mar 2016 

 
Project Administration and Monitoring Number of Missions Number of Person-Days 

Due Diligence and Appraisal 
Project Administration 
Extended Annual Review 

3 
3 
1 

12 
16 
6 

 
 

 



 

 

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 

AP Renewables, Inc. (APRI, the “Company”) was set up by Aboitiz Power Corporation (APC) to 
own and operate two geothermal power facilities, Tiwi and MakBan, with a combined capacity of 
~700 megawatts. The two plants were acquired from the Government of the Philippines in 2009 
at a price of $447 million. APC further invested $150 million into the plants’ rehabilitation. Both 
the acquisition and rehabilitation were wholly financed by an equity investment from APC. Debt 
could not be raised initially due to potential lenders’ low risk appetite and the impact of the global 
financial crisis on the debt market in the Philippines at that time.  
 
In 2014, the Asian Development Bank (ADB) approached APC with a proposal to regularize 
APRI’s capital structure from all equity to a debt–equity mix. In 2016, $250 million of APRI’s equity 
was refinanced using an A-loan from ADB of $40 million equivalent in local currency and with 5-
year tenor, as well issuance with 10-year tenor of $200 million equivalent in local currency green 
project bonds. Together with several risk-sharing participants, ADB provided credit enhancement 
for the unrated local currency bond in the form of a 75% guarantee of the principal and interest. 
The bond was fully subscribed by BPI Capital.  
 
The A-loan from ADB will be fully repaid in March 2021 (as of April 2020, 80% of the principal had 
run down) while ADB’s portion of guaranteeing the bond will also be completed at that time (from 
March 2021 to March 2026 only Credit Guarantee and Investment Facility [CGIF] has exposure 
with respect to the bond guarantee).  
 
The majority of ADB’s expected commercial and development objectives as set in the report and 
recommendation of the President have been met. ADB laid the groundwork for APRI to achieve 
climate bond status. It was the first green and climate project bond in the country. The project has 
demonstrated ADB’s mobilization and catalytic roles, including to bring in CGIF to book its first 
infrastructure guarantee transaction. 
 
The project was able to deliver most of the development outcomes that were aligned with the 
national goals and ADB’s strategic objectives. The project achieved climate bond status in March 
2016, a half year later than originally planned due to the project’s need for extensive preparatory 
work. The climate/green bond was fully subscribed by BPI Capital as the primary investor, but the 
bond was not traded in the secondary market as intended in the proposal. The bond itself was 
recognized by Climate Bonds Initiative for the “Green Bond Pioneer Awards 2017: Leadership in 
Green Financing” and drew much media coverage, including by Dow Jones and Reuters. AP 
Renewables has complied with its debt service obligations to date (April 2020).  
 
The investment pushed the project to attain and deliver more than 2,000 gigawatt-hours of clean 
power to the grid per year, which translates to annual greenhouse gas reduction of more than 
978,000 tons of CO2.  
 
The Company has complied with the relevant national and international environmental and social 
safeguards standards and provided employment to local residents. It also has established the 
Cleanergy Center at one of the power plant sites as an educational facility and interactive museum 
that promotes the use of renewable energy. In addition, the Company has significantly improved 
its governance, especially in relation to contractor management policy, stakeholder engagement 
policies, and grievance-redress mechanism.  
 
ADB has been instrumental in supporting AP Renewables to achieve climate bond certification. 
ADB’s catalytic and mobilization role in engaging a commercial institution to subscribe the bonds 
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and engaging several institutions to participate in the risk sharing of the bond is imperative for the 
project; this is the first climate financing issued in local currency introduced to the capital market 
in Asia and the Pacific and the first credit-enhanced project bond in the region since the Asian 
financial crisis of 1997–1998. This financing structure has set a precedent for other multilateral 
development banks and commercial banks in the Philippines (up to 2019, excluding this project, 
more than $2 billion in green bonds have been issued). ADB has subsequently supported green 
bond issuance for solar and wind farm projects in Thailand (B. Grimm and Energy Absolute) and 
in the Philippines, Indonesia, Viet Nam, and Australia (AC Energy). These three companies’ total 
bond issuance exceeded $700 million. 
 
The project was well implemented despite a half-year delay at the structuring stage because of 
extensive negotiations. ADB provided comprehensive guidance for AP Renewables to attain 
climate bond certification and negotiated extensively with multiple parties to accommodate a 
financing structure with guarantee scheme that was the first for CGIF, BPI Capital, and the 
government. Nevertheless, BPI, as the primary buyer, has not sold any of the bonds into the 
secondary market. In terms of monitoring and supervision, APRI has complied with its financial 
covenants, reporting covenants, safeguards requirements, and debt service obligations.  
 
For future deals, ADB can potentially explore to support smaller capacity (5–20 megawatts) 
geothermal power projects using new technology that can make geothermal projects competitive 
with fossil fuels and other renewable resources. The Tiwi–MakBan geothermal power plant project 
bond serves as a template for recycling capital to invest in new and riskier projects while taking 
advantage of credit enhancement to support local currency project bonds. The deal team should 
propose an appropriate incentive structure during appraisal to ensure secondary distribution of a 
bond. Lastly, ADB will continue to monitor the open items related to safeguards. 
 





 

 

I. THE PROJECT  

A. Project Background 

1. On 2 July 2015, the Board of Directors of the Asian Development Bank (ADB) approved 
an investment of $221.81 million equivalent in Philippine pesos (₱) for refinancing the Tiwi and 
MakBan geothermal power plants (Tiwi–MakBan) consisting in (i) a $180 million guarantee 
covering 75% of 10-year non-rated senior green project bonds, and (ii) a $40 million 5-year direct 
senior secured loan.1  
 
2. Tiwi and MakBan are two geothermal power plants located in Luzon with a combined 
gross output capacity of approximately 700 megawatts (MW). The two plants, as of 2018, 
contributed 40% of the Philippines’ geothermal power. 
 
3. The Philippines has the fifth-largest geothermal reserves, behind the United States, 
Indonesia, Japan, and Kenya.2 During 2002–2018, the amount of power from geothermal sources 
remained relatively constant, while coal and gas-powered production nearly tripled,3 thus causing 
the Philippines to lose to Indonesia the number-two status among countries with geothermal 
power generation capacity. During 2018, geothermal energy supplied from seven fields 
contributed about 10% of total electricity generation in the Philippines. The government aspires 
to double the capacity by 2030 and thereby to benefit from improved environmental performance, 
energy security, and avoided fuel import.4 
 
B. Key Project Features 

4. The Tiwi geothermal power plant (TGPP) is located 570 kilometers south of Metro Manila 
and the MakBan geothermal power plant (MGPP) is 70 kilometers south of Metro Manila. The 
Tiwi facility consists of three geothermal power plants with installed gross generating capacity of 
234 MW, commissioned in 1979 and 1982. The MakBan facility is comprised of five plants with 
total gross capability of 448 MW, commissioned between 1979 and 1996. 
 
5. The two plants were privatized and acquired by Aboitiz Power Corporation (APC) in May 
2009, wholly financed through equity, and renamed AP Renewables Inc. (APRI, the Company). 
ADB proposed to APC in August 2014 to regularize APRI’s capital structure (i.e., to transition it 
from all-equity financing to a more conventional debt–equity mix). The structure would allow APC 
to redeploy its invested capital for new projects (including renewable power).  

6. APC (rated “PRS Aaa” by PhilRatings, as of September 2019)5 is one of the four largest 
investors in renewable and nonrenewable power in the Philippines and accounts for 20% of total 
power generation in the country. APC had total net sellable capacity of around 3,200 MW as of 
year-end 2019. In fiscal year 2019, the Company reported net income of ₱17.3 billion against 
revenues of ₱90.9 billion. As of 2 April 2020, it had a market capitalization of around ₱200 billion. 
APRI contributed about 10% of Aboitiz Power’s revenues. 

 

 
1 ADB. 2015. Report and Recommendation of the President (RRP) to the Board of Directors on Proposed Partial Credit 

Guarantee and Loan for AP Renewables, Inc. in Tiwi and MakBan Geothermal Power Green Bonds Project. Manila. 
2 ABS-CBN, Koz Post. 2018. The Philippines are Looking at Revamping Geothermal Development Again, Following 

Its Drop Behind Indonesia in Global Rankings of Geothermal Countries Earlier This Year. 10 October. 
3 ABS-CBN News. 2018. Going Geothermal: Philippines Revs Up Flagging Green Energy Engine. 10 October. 
4 Department of Energy. Philippine Energy Plan 2016–2030. Manila. 
5 PhilRatings. 2019. Aboitiz Power Corporation’s Proposed Bonds of up to P10 billion, with an Oversubscription Option 

of up to P2 billion, Rated PRS Aaa. Manila. 2 September. 





 

 

7. The capital structure of APRI 
prior to ADB’s financing was all equity, 
given the lack of appetite from 
commercial banks at that time to 
finance power sector projects that 
generally require long-term financing. 
After the capital normalization in 2016, 
as depicted in Figure 1, APRI’s $250 
million in external financing equaled 
about half of its equity and 
represented 80% of its 2014 assets. 
 

 

C. Progress Highlights 

8. In August 2014, ADB proposed to APC a debt–equity mix with climate bond and partial 
credit guarantee (PCG) structure to regularize APRI’s capital structure after all-equity financing of 
the Tiwi–MakBan acquisition along with its plant rehabilitation. ADB conducted a due diligence 
mission to TGPP and MGPP in February 2015, and the proposal was approved in July 2015. The 
project’s financing documents were signed in February 2016. The bond issuance and loan 
disbursement were both in March 2016 following the climate bond verification issued earlier in 
that month.6 The financing close had been delayed by almost a half year because the pioneering 
transaction required learning on the parts of the regulator, the APRI and APC legal councils, the 
Credit Guarantee and Investment Facility (CGIF),7 and BPI Capital. 
 
9. Pre-acquisition, the effective plant availability was 41% at the Tiwi plant and 63% at the 
MakBan plant. APRI invested $150 million in plant rehabilitation and by mid-2013 it successfully 
restored plant efficiency and availability to surpass 80% and extended the plants’ operating lives. 
APRI also completed the rehabilitation of its existing organic Rankine Cycle generation facility in 
2016, bringing another 6 MW of capacity back into operation.8  
 
10. Despite having 682 MW in capacity, the operating level of Tiwi–MakBan was just around 
50% as of third quarter (Q3) 2018 due to the depleting steam supply.9 In August 2018, APRI 
completed negotiations with its geothermal supplier, Philippine Geothermal Production Company, 
Inc. (PGPC) – an SM Group company; the agreement to provide permanent, long-term steam 
supply is valid until October 2034.9 That period covers the loan from ADB and the bond maturity 
profiles. This agreement better aligns the pricing of steam and pricing of electricity, using the 
same Wholesale Electricity Spot Market reference price for both. Previously, the pricing of steam 
had followed coal indexation while that for electricity had followed the Wholesale Electricity Spot 
Market. Moreover, the agreement states a commitment from PGPC to drill an additional 12 
production wells by 2034 to increase the steam supply.  

 
6 DNV GL. Tiwi MakBan Climate Bond Verification, compliance with Climate Bond Standard version 1.9. Unpublished. 
7 As stated in the RRP, this project brought the first collaboration between ADB and CGIF in tackling challenges faced 

by local developers and banks for long-term financing in the power sector in the Philippines. 
8 Geothermal Resources Council. 2018. Geothermal Development in the Philippines, in: Proceedings of the 2018 

Geothermal Resources Council Annual Meeting. Reno, Nevada. 14–17 October. 
9 Mott MacDonald. 2019. MakBan and Tiwi Geothermal Project. Manila. Unpublished. 
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II. EVALUATION  

A. Project Rationale and Objectives 

11. ADB’s support in this project was intended to raise funds from the capital market through 
climate/green bonds to refinance Tiwi–MakBan.10 ADB’s intervention was in the form of a PCG 
for the climate/green bond and a direct senior loan. The climate/green bond project was 
considered the pioneer in the country and Southeast Asian market for financing long-term 
infrastructure projects using a PCG risk mitigant. This project regularized the capital structure of 
APRI from all equity to a debt–equity mix. The proceeds were returned to its parent company, 
APC, to finance other projects, including renewable energy (RE).  
 
B. Development Results 

1. Contributions to Private Sector Development and ADB’s Strategic 
Development Objectives 

12. Contributions to private sector development and ADB’s strategic development objectives 
are deemed acceptable in view of the project’s first-mover implications (challenges as well as 
heightened development impact because of its novelty) and catalytic impact. These contributions 
are detailed in Appendix 2. 
 
13. Compliance with ADB’s strategic development objectives. At inception, ADB’s 
participation in this project was consistent with the following of ADB’s corporate strategies: (i) 
ADB’s Strategy 2020 calling for ADB’s support to clean energy development to meet growing 
energy demands in the region in a sustainable manner, to promote a larger role for the private 
sector in infrastructure financing, and to develop new products, such as climate project bonds, 
and to deepen capital markets to channel national savings productively;11 (ii) the Philippine 
country partnership strategy, 2011–2016, which prioritizes investments in RE development and 
aims to achieve high, inclusive, and sustainable growth;12 (iii) ADB’s Energy Policy,13 as it would 
result in increased dependable capacity from RE resources that helps ensure energy security and 
facilitate a transition to a low-carbon economy. 
 
14. Strong contributions to private sector development. The highlighted achievements 
are as follows: 

 
(i) Innovation. The climate bond certification process ensures implementation and maintenance 

of fulfillment criteria for green technology, operation, and reporting. 
(ii) Catalytic element. Local and international financial institutions participated in the financing. 

The project brought the first climate/green bond in the Philippines and in Southeast Asia. With 
ADB and other risk-sharing participants providing credit enhancement, BPI as a local bank 
dared to absorb the entire issuance of climate/green bonds. Subsequently, more 
climate/green bonds have been issued in the Philippines by various entities and internally 
ADB has supported more green bonds in several of its developing member countries.14 

 
10 A climate bond is a type of green bond. As described in the RRP (para 8), “To qualify as green, a bond issuance 

should meet voluntary guidelines for impact, additionality, and transparency. One emerging subset of green bonds 
are climate bonds, whose environmental benefits are certified by an independent standard-setting organization.” 

11 ADB. 2008. Strategy 2020: The Long-Term Strategic Framework of the Asian Development Bank 2008–2020. Manila; 
ADB. 2014. Midterm Review of Strategy 2020: Meeting the Challenges of a Transforming Asia and Pacific. Manila. 

12 ADB. 2011. Country Partnership Strategy: Philippines, 2011–2016. Manila. 
13 ADB. 2009. Energy Policy. Manila. 
14 Details can be found in section 2. C. ADB Additionality. 
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(iii) Improved governance. APRI developed policies on stakeholder engagement and grievance-
redress mechanisms in Dec 2015. These ensure proactive engagement with host 
communities and relevant stakeholders as well as systematic resolution of concerns and 
complaints related to APRI’s operations and activities. APRI also strengthened the 
management of its contractors to ensure compliance with national labor laws and adhere to 
internationally recognized core labor standards. In addition, the corporate social responsibility 
programs of its parent company’s foundation were implemented in those communities hosting 
the two plants. 

(iv) Linkages. Remittances to the national wealth tax fund and Energy Regulation (ER) 1-94 fund 
and assistance provided to the host local government units strengthened their capacity to 
manage these funds. Moreover, the Company established its Cleanergy Center to educate 
the public about RE and how renewable projects like MGPP and TGPP are providing energy 
solutions with limited impact on our environment and host communities. APRI also 
strengthened stakeholder relations for biodiversity conservation in the Mount Malinao Tiwi 
Geothermal Reservation area. 

(v) Increased share of RE in the country’s total energy mix. The investment pushed the 
project to attain and deliver more than 2,000 GWh of clean power to the grid per year. This 
translates to annual greenhouse gas reduction exceeding 978,000 tons of CO2. (Appendix 3 
provides an overview of the sector.) 

 
15. Comprehensive preparation to achieve climate bond certificate. The comprehensive 
preparatory work with various institutions (such as the central bank, the legal counsels of ADB, 
the client, and the risk-sharing participants; and BPI Capital as the primary subscriber) needed to 
reach agreement on the structure, terms, and conditions, as this was the first climate/green project 
bond in the Philippines and the first credit-enhanced project bond in the region after the 1997–
1998 Asian financial crisis. The project attained climate bond certificate and full subscription for 
₱10.7 billion of peso-denominated Tiwi–MakBan project bonds in March 2016. The risk-sharing 
agreement with CGIF and several risk-sharing partners was signed in February 2016. This project 
implementation drew significant media attention, including from Dow Jones and Thomson 
Reuters.15 The project even won “Green Bond Pioneer Awards 2017: Leadership in Green 
Financing” recognition from the Climate Bonds Initiative in the category new country issuance in 
the Philippines.16  
 
16. BPI Capital absorbed all green bonds. The bond was fully subscribed by BPI Capital, 
which was eager to do climate financing, and it has held the bonds since. 17 The project has duly 
fulfilled its financial obligations. Interest and principal payments for the bond and loan have been 
made with no history of payments being past due. Financial projections until bond maturity in 
2026, indicate that the Company can comfortably meet its financial obligations.  
 

 

 
15 The Tiwi-MakBan project financing (both loans and green bonds) was covered by (i) Project Finance International, 

issue 572, dated 9 March 2016; (ii) InfraAsia – Inframation Group, dated 8 March 2016; (iii) The Philippine Star – 
Dow Jones Group, dated 8 March 2016; and (iv) Project Finance International Special Report – Thomson Reuters 
Group in its April 2016 edition. 

16 Climate Bonds Initiative. 2017. Green Bond Pioneer Awards 2017: Leadership in Green Finance: Glittering event at 
London’s Guildhall. https://www.climatebonds.net/2017/03/green-bond-pioneer-awards-2017-leadership-green-
finance-glittering-event-london%E2%80%99s-guildhall. 

17 BPI was rated Baa2/BBB− by Moody’s/Fitch as of August 2018. BPI, through its asset management and trust group, 
acts as agent for the transaction. BPI Capital Corporation, a wholly owned subsidiary of BPI, was the mandated lead 
arranger and bookrunner. 

https://www.climatebonds.net/2017/03/green-bond-pioneer-awards-2017-leadership-green-finance-glittering-event-london%E2%80%99s-guildhall
https://www.climatebonds.net/2017/03/green-bond-pioneer-awards-2017-leadership-green-finance-glittering-event-london%E2%80%99s-guildhall
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2. Environment, Social, Health, and Safety Performance  

17. Environmental, health, and safety. The project was classified as category B for 
environment under ADB’s Safeguard Policy Statement (2009). No initial environmental 
examination report was required, because the project entails refinancing and procurement of 
equipment and machinery needed in the operations and no new facilities were constructed. 
Because there are existing geothermal facilities and ongoing business activities, however, an 
environmental compliance audit report with a corrective action plan (CAP) had been prepared in 
2015. The environmental compliance audit report aimed to address some information gaps, such 
as delineation of roles and responsibilities needed to fully comply with the conditions set out in 
the environmental compliance certificate (ECC), including the environmental management plan 
(EMP). Of seven CAP items, four have been accomplished but three remain only partially 
accomplished and are still open. Closure of these unaccomplished CAP items is beyond APRI’s 
complete control, but regular follow-ups have aimed to expedite the process. APRI will regularly 
provide updates as to the status of the open CAP items, and a realistic timeline should be 
indicated in the next annual monitoring report to be submitted to ADB for review. 
 
18. ECCs were issued by the government regulatory agency in 1992, 2002, and 2003 due to 
upgrade and rehabilitation works within the geothermal plants (refer to Appendix 4). An ECC 
originally was issued to National Power Corporation, but ownership was later transferred to the 
name of APRI. This ownership transfer necessitated that APRI and PGPC continuously comply 
with the environmental, health, and safety (EHS) conditions and obligations stated in the ECC 
and EMP. All monitoring results are documented and reported in the compliance monitoring report 
and verified by a multipartite monitoring team (MMT).18 The results of the monitoring activities for 
ambient air, noise, and water quality comply with relevant national and international standards. 
Solid, hazardous and asbestos-containing waste materials are properly collected, transported, 
treated, and disposed of by a third-party contractor at a designated and approved government 
disposal site. APRI’s EHS team is in place and works closely with PGPC’s EHS staff and the MMT 
to oversee and monitor compliance with government regulatory requirements. During the 
operation stage, no fines or penalties have been incurred due to environmental noncompliance 
and no material environmental claims have been filed against APRI by the community or 
nongovernment organizations.  
 
19. Tiwi–MakBan have maintained their International Organization for Standardization (ISO) 
certifications, such as ISO 9001:2015 – Quality Management System and ISO 14001:2015 – 
Environmental Management System and in transition from Occupational Health and Safety 
Assessment Series 18001:2007 to ISO 45001:2018 – Occupational Health and Safety. EHS 
training programs are regularly conducted and include basic emergency, firefighting, and safety 
drills; an EHS awareness program for contractors prior to start of work; and first aid training. ADB’s 
support on continuous operation of these well-established existing geothermal facilities helps 
address global climate change risk by offsetting greenhouse gases that may otherwise be emitted 
from fossil fuel energy generation facilities. The extended annual review mission confirmed that 
APRI is continuously improving, complying with, and implementing all the conditions in the ECC 
and EMP, including to monitor and report requirements of the government regulatory agency and 
ADB.  
 

 
18 An MMT is organized by the proponent composed of the local government units representing the covered towns. 

The MMTs of both plants were recomposed in compliance with recent policy issuance of the regulatory agency. The 
elected chairperson is the representative from the Department of Energy. MMT members were trained to conduct 
quarterly monitoring activities as well as complaint management. The MMTs are trained to receive and handle 
complaints received from the community and address concerns in coordination with the MGPP and TGPP. 
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20. Social safeguards and other social dimensions. The project was classified as category 
C for involuntary resettlement and Indigenous Peoples. APRI implemented corrective actions 
specified in the social compliance audit report. Tiwi–MakBan are on government-owned land 
leased to APRI for 25 years. When the agreement was signed in 2009, some of the leased 
premises were occupied by informal settlers. Hence, an inventory was conducted prior to turnover 
of the leased premises to APRI. The audit confirmed that Tiwi–MakBan had co-existed with these 
communities for several years. APRI informed the communities that part of its obligation is to 
secure the premises and prevent any further encroachment. APRI’s operations over the past 4–
5 years did not require any additional lands or relocation of informal settlers. While plans to 
construct a binary plant at TGPP have not yet been finalized, APRI estimates that seven informal 
settler families may entail physical and/or economic displacement. Following the procedure 
prescribed in the social compliance audit report, TGPP is taking preparatory steps to develop a 
resettlement plan. It is recommended that ADB conduct monitoring after the extended annual 
review of the resettlement plan’s preparation and implementation. The plant sites overlap with no 
recognized or known ancestral lands, and APRI’s operations do not interfere with or impact 
Indigenous Peoples’ property or livelihoods. APRI's implementation of stakeholder engagement 
and grievance-redress mechanisms policies ensure proactive engagement with host communities 
and relevant stakeholders and systematic resolution of concerns and complaints related to its 
operations and activities. 
 
21. APRI employs 288 personnel deployed at the corporate office (12%), MGPP (63%), and 
TGPP (25%). It adheres strictly to general labor and occupational safety and health standards 
and has had no citation for labor standards violations from the regulatory agency since 2009. 
APRI operates in a work environment that promotes equal employment opportunities, prohibits 
discriminatory practices (including harassment), promotes industrial peace by establishing an 
Employee Welfare Committee (EWC) at each plant, and recognizes the union of MGPP rank and 
file employees. Employee grievances are taken up and resolved with the EWC and the union 
through regular discussions and consultations. Labor dispute cases filed against APRI in 2013 
had been dismissed in the lower courts and await final decisions from the Supreme Court. APRI’s 
engagement with ADB enhanced its contractor management policy that incorporated provisions 
to ensure contractors comply with national labor laws and take measures to adhere to 
internationally recognized core labor standards. 
 
22. The plants’ operations generated employment opportunities for local people. They also 
improved community and social infrastructure in host communities through the national wealth 
tax fund,19 the ER 1-94 fund,20 and its corporate social responsibility program. The project had no 
gender targets, but APRI benefits women through employment and its corporate social 
responsibility activities. Appendix 5 details the project’s social impact.  
 

3. Business Success 

23. The assumed operating years were through 2026, two years longer than at appraisal, as 
a result of the plant rehabilitation and additional sources of steam supply. AP Renewables’ actual 

 
19 Under the Local Government Code of the Philippines (Republic Act 7160), host local government units receive a 

40% share in the proceeds from developing and utilizing the national wealth. This share is distributed among the 
province (20%), municipality/city (45%), and barangay (35%). 

20 The Department of Energy promulgated Energy Regulation No. 1-94 pursuant to rule 29 of Implementing Rules and 
Regulations of the Philippine Electric Power Industry Reform Act, under which a generation company shall set aside 
₱0.01/kWh of its total electricity sales as financial benefit for the host communities of the generation facility. The 
amount contributed is allocated accordingly to an electrification fund (50%); development and livelihood fund (25%); 
and reforestation, watershed management, health, and environmental enhancement fund (25%).  
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operating and financial performance from 2016 to 2018 was acceptable as compared to the 
original projection. Net power generation was about as projected, but the profit margin was 
suppressed by higher fuel cost.  
 
24. The debt serving capability as measured by the debt service coverage ratio is comfortable 
throughout the projection years, at more than 1.5×. Even when assuming no additional 
geothermal supply, the project can comfortably satisfy the debt service coverage ratio and 
debt/equity ratio covenants. 
 
C. ADB Additionality 

25. ADB’s role as lender and guarantor has enabled the project to mobilize long-term debt 
financing from local institutional investors toward a public–private partnership and infrastructure 
agenda. Without a multilateral development bank structuring such a deal, this project would likely 
not have materialized. Prior to this project, institutional investors in the country did not provide 
financing for infrastructure projects that generally require terms of 10 years or longer. ADB was 
able to crowd in commercial finance and apply a PCG arrangement by involving CGIF and other 
risk-sharing partners in the counter guarantee of APRI bonds. With $28.2 million equivalent 
exposure, ADB was able to assist APRI to raise bonds equivalent to $216 million. 
 
26. ADB played an instrumental role in introducing the first validated climate project bond in 
the country. Its part was critical in ensuring that the project applies internationally accepted 
environmental and social safeguards exceeding national standards in various dimensions. Since 
this project, green bonds in excess of $2.4 billion have been issued in the Philippines by 
multilateral institutions and commercial banks, including International Finance Corporation in 
June 2018, raising a $90 million peso-denominated green bond; China Banking Corporation in 
October 2018, raising $150 million; and five commercial banks collectively raising ₱114 billion 
(equivalent to $2.3 billion).21 
 
27. Given the relative lack of environmentally themed infrastructure bonds, the Tiwi–MakBan 
climate bonds project has also generated strong public interest in Southeast Asia. Subsequently, 
with APRI as a predecessor, ADB has supported and enabled the following private institutions to 
issue green bonds: (i) B5 billion (equivalent to $155 million) in green bonds issued by B. Grimm 
Power Public Company Limited to refinance 98.5 MW of solar power plants in Thailand;22 (ii) $20 
million in green bonds issued by AC Energy Finance International Limited to finance solar and 
wind projects in the Philippines, Indonesia, Viet Nam, and Australia;23 (iii) B3 billion (equivalent to 
$97 million) in green bonds to be issued by Energy Absolute to support its 260 MW wind farm in 
Thailand.24 
 
28. From a regulatory perspective, ADB has been actively involved in supporting the policy 
framework for green bonds, including the Harmonized Framework for Impact Reporting of Green 

 
21 Philippine Star. 2019. More Banks Seen Venturing into Green Bonds for Funding. 19 February. 
22 ADB. 2018. Report and Recommendation of the President on a Proposed Debt Investment for B. Grimm Power 

Public Company Limited in Thailand Green Bond Project. Manila. 
23 ADB. 2019. FAST Report on a Debt Investment for AC Energy Finance International Limited in AC Energy Green 

Bond Project. Manila.  
24 ADB. 2019. Report and Recommendation of the President on a Proposed Debt Investment for Energy Absolute 

Public Company Limited in Energy Absolute Green Bond for Wind Power Project. Manila. 
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Bonds.25 Early in 2019, the Securities and Exchange Commission of the Philippines started to 
adopt guidelines from the Association of Southeast Asian Nations (ASEAN) Green Bond 
Standards to further improve awareness and appetite in capital funding for green projects.  
 
29. ADB’s catalytic role to engage private sector investment in RE, long-term project financing 
through capital markets, and its innovative guarantee products have encouraged local commercial 
banks and other institutional investors to replicate this approach, thus crowding in local bond 
investors. The successful implementation of this project has proven to boost investors’ confidence 
and will further help the future independent power producer and public–private partnership 
projects achieve financial close.  
 
D. ADB Investment Profitability 

30. ADB received fee and interest margin that were approved by the investment committee 
and deemed appropriate for this kind of risk. ADB provided a 5-year senior loan that will mature 
in March 2021; similarly, the bond guarantee also expires at the same time. As of April 2020, 
payments had been made on time with a run-down of 80% on the loan side. Covenants had been 
duly fulfilled.  
 

E. ADB’s Work Quality  

31. Screening, appraisal and structuring. This project came about as a tandem effort 
between ADB and CGIF to search for infrastructure bond opportunities in Southeast Asia. APC 
was on the list of potential sponsors that the team approached as one of the largest investors in 
renewable and nonrenewable power in the Philippines. During the project structuring, ADB’s deal 
team provided comprehensive guidance regarding environmental and social safeguard matters 
for APRI to acquire climate/green bond certification. Aside from the preparation activity, after 
getting ADB’s Board approval, the deal team was extensively negotiating with multiple parties to 
accommodate a complex financing structure that had never before been executed in the 
Philippines. This was CGIF’s first infrastructure project financing guarantee. The discussion with 
the government and the Philippine central bank was elaborate, especially regarding foreign 
exchange supervision. ADB and CGIF had comprehensive discussion with APC to align the 
financing terms and conditions with international best practices. Together with CGIF and APC, 
ADB negotiated with BPI Capital because this was the first climate financing into which BPI Capital 
had invested.  
 

32. Monitoring and supervision. The deal team closely monitors Tiwi–MakBan’s operating 
and financial performance, including safeguards compliance, through regular communication, 
safeguard review missions, and follow-up on timely submission of reports and financial 
statements. The Company has complied with all reporting requirements in a timely manner. ADB 
has been prompt in consenting to waivers and requests to amend existing agreements. 
 

 
25 ADB together with several multilateral organizations and international financial institutions in December 2015 issued 

Green Bonds Working towards a Harmonized Framework for Impact Reporting. The participants include: African 
Development Bank, Agence Française de Développement, ADB, European Bank for Reconstruction and 
Development, European Investment Bank, Inter-American Development Bank, International Bank for Reconstruction 
and Development, International Finance Corporation, German development cooperation through KfW, Nederlandse 
Financierings-Maatschappij voor Ontwikkelingslanden, and Nordic Investment Bank.  
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III. ISSUES, LESSONS, AND RECOMMENDED FOLLOW-UP ACTIONS  

A. Issues and Lessons 

33. The project’s success largely depends on the ability to introduce the new green project 
bond concept into the capital market to finance infrastructure projects and on ADB’s mobilization 
and catalytic role. The bond was indeed backed by a strong sponsor in the power sector, namely 
Aboitiz group, and fully subscribed by BPI Capital, which intends to retain the bonds until maturity. 
It is a positive impact to gain such confidence from a commercial bank, but it will be even better 
if the secondary market can be activated to educate investors and crowd in more investment. To 
achieve the purpose of engaging more nonfinancial institution investors, it is recommended to 
introduce the product early to this market segment and obtain those investors’ commitments as 
primary investors prior to the financing’s close.  
 

34. The Tiwi–MakBan project bond will serve as a template to recycle capital for investing into 
new and riskier projects while taking advantage of credit enhancement to support local currency 
project bonds bearing significant market and resource risk, and especially when the debt market 
is not yet ready to finance such riskier projects. This deal was difficult to finance in the local 
market. That was due in part to the project’s market risk (as there were no long-term power 
purchase agreements) and risk related to the steam contract that had to be renegotiated. The 
structure to introduce a guarantee product with several parties, including CGIF, in a first loss and 
last recovery position, as well as insurance companies to participate in the risk sharing of the 
bond guarantee, allowed the deal to be completed.  
 

35. The brownfield projects at Tiwi and MakBan plants were running at around 50% of their 
capacity. The additional capacity enabled by the rehabilitation was required by the government 
as part of the privatization deal amidst depleting steam supply. The plants’ future electricity 
generation will largely depend on the additional steam from new wells and workover wells that 
the steam supplier PGPC will provide.26 They are participating in a rather risky proposition, so it 
is crucial to have a reputable supplier to ensure the delivery of increased and improved steam 
supply as committed. Fortunately, as of December 2019, PGPC, its steam supplier, had started 
working on several workover wells and was constructing new wells. 
 

36. A geothermal power plant can potentially operate for more than 35 years with proper 
maintenance and rehabilitation, such as in Tiwi–MakBan’s case. The power plants were 
commissioned in the 1980s, and their rehabilitation was completed in 2013. The rehabilitation 
successfully restored the plant efficiency and availability to above 80%. 
 
B. Recommendations and Follow-Up Actions 

37. ADB could explore various opportunities to support smaller geothermal power plants. 
Geothermal projects with installed capacity in the 5–20 MW range, utilizing newly emerging 
technologies, can be competitive with fossil fuels and other renewable sources (footnote 8).  
 

38. If a project design and monitoring framework includes outcomes such as secondary 
distribution by the cofinancing parties, then an appropriate incentive structure must be put in place 
to ensure such outcome is achieved. 
 

 
26 New well is also called make-up well. Workover well is existing well for repair and maintenance to improve gas 

production. 
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39. Closure of several unaccomplished CAP items against the environmental compliance 
audit report back in 2015 are beyond APRI’s complete control, but constant follow-up by ADB has 
been exercised and should be continued to expedite the process. After this extended annual 
review, the ADB team should monitor preparation and implementation of the resettlement plan to 
address impacts on informal settlers at the planned binary plant in TGPP.27 

 
27 Construction of a binary plant is planned for TGPP. This was initially assessed to have physical displacement and/or 

economic displacement impacts on seven families informally residing and/or cultivating at the proposed site. 
Following the procedure prescribed in the social compliance audit to address unanticipated involuntary resettlement 
impacts on informal dwellers, TGPP is taking preparatory steps to develop a resettlement plan. 
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PROJECT-RELATED DATA 
 

Table A1.1: Investment Identification 
1. Country Philippines 
2. 
3. 

Project Number 
Guarantee Number 
Loan Number 

P48423-001 
GU3266 
3266 

4. Type of Business Geothermal power generation 
5. Project Title Tiwi and MakBan Geothermal Power Green 

Bonds Project 
6. Investee Company and/or Borrower AP Renewables, Inc. 
7. Amount of Approved ADB Assistance $180 million guarantee, $40 million loan 

ADB = Asian Development Bank. 
Source: ADB. 2015. Report and Recommendation of the President to the Board of Directors on Proposed Partial Credit 

Guarantee and Loan for AP Renewables, Inc. in Tiwi and MakBan Geothermal Power Green Bonds Project. Manila. 
 

Table A1.2: Investment Data 
1. Concept Clearance Approval 6 August 2014 
2. Date of Board Approval 2 July 2015 
3. Signing of Legal Agreements   29 February 2016 
4. Loan Effectiveness 29 February 2016 
5. 
6. 

Loan Amount and Date of Initial Disbursement 
Guarantee Amount and Time of Bond Issuance 

₱1.8 billion (fully drawn), 15 March 2016 
₱8.0 billion, March 2016 

Source: Asian Development Bank. 

 
Table A1.3: Summary of Project Cost and Funding Sources 

 
Project Cost 

RRP Amount 
($ million) 

Actual Amount 
($ million) 

Share of Total 
(%) 

Acquisition Cost 447 447  75 
Plant Rehabilitation Cost 150 150  25 
Total Project Cost 597 597 100 

    

Sources of Funds    
Equity 317 317 53 
Debt    
ADB Direct Loan 40 40 7 
Climate Bonds 240 240 40 
Total Debt 280 280 47 
Total Sources of Funds 597 597 100 

RRP = report and recommendation of the President. 
Source: ADB. 2015. Report and Recommendation of the President to the Board of Directors on Proposed Partial Credit 

Guarantee and Loan for AP Renewables, Inc. in Tiwi and MakBan Geothermal Power Green Bonds Project. Manila. 
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RESULTS AND RATINGS FOR PROJECT CONTRIBUTIONS TO PRIVATE SECTOR DEVELOPMENT AND ADB STRATEGIC 
DEVELOPMENT OBJECTIVES 

 
Results Area Actual Achievements Justification Potential Future Achievements 

1.1 Improved skills. New or 
strengthened strategic, 
managerial, operational, 
technical, or financial skills 

Capacity building of in-house 
employees for green certification. 
 

ADB helped the employees to gain 
knowledge in the preparation for obtaining 
green bond certification, both from the 
technical as well as the documentation 
and administration aspects.  
 
AP Renewables Inc. (APRI, the Company) 
staff also made strides in corporate social 
responsibility activities and the public 
consultation process. 

 

1.2 Improved business 
operations. Improved ways to 
operate the business and 
compete, as seen in investee 
operational performance against 
relevant best industry 
benchmarks or standards 

Improved profitability through a 
binary plant for Tiwi. Obtained 
better terms with its steam 
supplier and secured short-term 
contracts with its buyers. 

Bilateral contract with buyers lasting 2–3 
years ensures smooth revenues. Contract 
with steam supplier ensures long-term 
commitment from the supplier to invest in 
additional steam source. 

Contracts with buyers are expected 
to be renewed. A significant portion 
(>50%) is with its affiliated 
companies. 

1.3 Improved governance. As 
evident in set standards related 
to corporate governance, 
stakeholder relations; 
environmental, health, and safety 
fields; and/or energy 
conservation; and their 
implementation. 

APRI developed policies on 
stakeholder engagement and 
grievance-redress mechanisms to 
ensure proactive engagement 
with host communities and 
relevant stakeholders, as well as 
systematic resolution of concerns 
and complaints related to APRI’s 
operations and activities. 
 
 
 
APRI strengthened the 
management of its contractors to 
ensure compliance with national 
labor laws and adhere to 
internationally recognized core 
labor standards. 
 
 
 
 

Effective implementation of grievance-
redress mechanisms and stakeholder 
engagement policies. 
 
Trained members of the multipartite 
monitoring team on complaints 
management to capacitate them for 
employing appropriate actions in receiving 
and resolving issues and/or complaints 
that may be addressed at their level. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Through its engagement with ADB, APRI 
improved its contactor management policy. 
The policy includes provisions to uphold 
respect for human rights, including equal 

APRI is developing a software 
application to record grievances 
received and track actions taken. The 
app will also prompt the concerned 
staff on the pending actions and 
required timeline.  
 
APRI will continuously utilize 
innovative and interesting ways to 
engage with the community residents 
to capture their interests in 
understanding APRI’s operations and 
keep them informed of project 
activities.    
 
 
PRI currently conducts post-
evaluation and review of contractors’ 
compliance with the policy for the 
renewal of service engagement. The 
APRI will strengthen its monitoring by 
conducting periodic onsite 
inspections. The contractors will also 
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Results Area Actual Achievements Justification Potential Future Achievements 

Corporate social responsibility 
programs of its parent company’s 
foundation implemented in host 
communities of the two 
geothermal plants.  

opportunities for workers and the non-
employment of minors. It also requires 
contractors to establish a healthy 
engagement with local communities and 
comply with local and national laws, 
particularly on labor, minimum wages, and 
social security legislation. 
 
 
Through the corporate social responsibility 
programs, APRI responds to host 
community needs and implements 
projects on education, enterprise 
development, and environmental 
management and enhancement. APRI 
also responds to the communities in other 
ways.   

be asked to report to APRI on the 
resolution of grievances raised by 
their employees. 
 
APRI will continue to implement 
corporate social responsibility 
programs and strengthen 
partnerships with the beneficiaries to 
ensure sustainability of the projects.    

1.4 Innovation. New or improved 
infrastructure design, technology, 
and service delivery; ways to 
cover or contain costs, manage 
demand or optimize utilization; 
improved risk allocation between 
private companies and 
government; financial structure, 
etc. 

Climate/green bond certification 
process ensures implementation 
and maintenance fulfilling the 
certain criteria for green 
technology, operation, and 
reporting. 

Backed by ADB, APRI has developed a 
system to maintain the green status. 

APRI is expected to maintain the 
green predicate in this project. 

1.5 Catalytic element. Mobilizing 
or inducing more local or foreign 
market financing or foreign direct 
investment in the company. 

With ADB and other risk-sharing 
participants providing credit 
enhancement, the local bank BPI 
dared to take a position, 
absorbing all those climate/green 
bonds issued.  
 

Local and international financial 
institutions participated in the financing. 
The project brought to market the first 
green bonds in the Philippines and in 
Southeast Asia guaranteed by ADB and 
benefited from a strong sponsor. 

The project’s strong operating and 
financial performance ensure timely 
repayment of project debt.  

2.1 Private sector expansion. 
Contribution by a pioneering or 
high-profile project that facilitates 
in its own right, or paves the way 
for, more private participation in 
the sector and economy at large. 

Long-term infrastructure project 
financing was not readily 
available. The guarantees greatly 
enhance the private sector 
appetite for investing into the 10-
year tenor bonds.  

The provided guarantee encouraged BPI 
as the primary holder to keep the asset 
and not syndicate the bond out to the 
secondary market, as intended. 

BPI has no plan to divest this 
investment, as it would like to keep 
this climate financing bond asset. 

2.2 Competition. Contribution of 
new competition pressure on 
public and other sector players to 
raise efficiency and improve 

More reliable capacity with 
improved and more efficient 
plants and future additional and 
workover steam wells.  

Plant upgrades were done, but with steam 
supply depletion from existing wells the 
operation of the power plants was not 

Twelve new additional wells, a binary 
plant at Tiwi, and workover wells are 
in progress. 
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Results Area Actual Achievements Justification Potential Future Achievements 

access and service levels in the 
industry. 

 
 

optimal (operating at just 50–70% of 
capacity). 

2.3 Demonstration effects. 
Adoption of new skills, improved 
infrastructure assets and 
services, more efficient 
processes, maintenance 
regimes, improved standards, 
risk allocation and mitigation 
beyond the project company. 

Improved standards of 
environmental and social 
safeguards. 

Renewable energy (RE) projects promote 
greater operating efficiency. 

 

2.4 Linkages. Relative to 
investments, the project 
contributes notable upstream or 
downstream linkage effects to 
business clients, consumers, 
suppliers, key industries, etc. in 
support of growth. 

Remittances to national wealth 
tax fund and Energy Regulation 
(ER) 1-94 fund and assistance 
provided to host local government 
units in strengthening their 
capacity to manage these funds. 
 
 
Establishment of Cleanergy 
Center to educate the public 
about RE and how renewable 
projects like MGPP and TGPP 
are providing energy solutions 
with limited impact on the 
environment and host 
communities. 
 
Strengthening of stakeholder 
relations for biodiversity 
conservation in the Mount 
Malinao Tiwi Geothermal 
Reservation area. 

From the 4th quarter of 2017 to the 3rd 
quarter of 2018, MGPP remitted ₱31.5 
million to the national wealth tax fund 
while TGPP remitted ₱13.1 million for the 
last quarter of 2017 and two quarters of 
2018. APRI paid ₱78.9 million from 
MakBan and ₱42.3 million from Tiwi for 
ER 1-94 during 2015–2019. The host local 
government units used the funds on 
community development projects in their 
respective communities, mostly on civil 
works and social infrastructures.  
 
The center is an educational facility and 
interactive museum promoting the use of 
RE in the Philippines. Through audiovisual 
presentations and interactive displays, it 
provides a tour of a geothermal power 
plant’s workings. It offers free admission 
to visitors, mostly students from 
elementary, secondary, and tertiary school 
levels. 
 
 
 
 
In partnership with a local state university, 
TGPP is completing a biodiversity study of 
the geothermal reservation area and 
together with various stakeholders and the 
host community will develop and 
implement a biodiversity management 
plan. The plan will include capacity 

While waiting for the Department of 
Energy’s policy issuance to process 
claims, continue providing assistance 
in preparing the required documents. 
Once claims are being processed, 
monitor progress and extend 
necessary technical support in 
implementing local government unit 
plans and programs. 
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Results Area Actual Achievements Justification Potential Future Achievements 

building for eco-scouts from the host 
communities, who will work as the 
vanguard in implementing conservation 
and protection activities in areas identified 
to have high diversity and endemism.    

2.5 Catalytic element. Mobilizing 
or inducing more local or foreign 
market financing or foreign direct 
investment in the sector (beyond 
the company) through pioneering 
or catalytic finance. 
 

After APRI green bonds, more 
than $2 billion of green bonds 
were successfully raised in the 
Philippines.  
 
ADB has supported $700 million 
in green bonds issuance since 
the investment in APRI. 

After the success of APRI, guaranteed 
facilities are helping to attract more 
domestic and international banks to 
participate in financing structures similar 
to that of APRI financing. 
 
 
 
The Southeast Asian market has also 
become open to such deals, as 
demonstrated by ADB. 

Local and international banks have 
been aggressive in leading the 
financing of new power generation 
facilities. 

2.6. Affected laws, frameworks, 
regulation. Contributes to 
improved laws and sector 
regulation for public–private 
partnerships, concessions, joint 
ventures, and build–operate–
transfer projects; and liberalizing 
markets as applicable for 
improved sector efficiency. 

The project demonstrated the 
financial viability and 
sustainability of investing in an 
RE project.  
 

Green status for bonds makes them more 
attractive to institutional investors. The 
guarantee significantly reduces their risk 
and further enhances the issuer’s credit 
even for a tenor of 10 years. Government 
agencies need to be more proactive in 
regulating climate financing and provide 
leeway to promote this product further.  

The Philippines needs more new 
power generating capacity to address 
increasing demand and replace old 
power plants. The Department of 
Energy is expected to promote a 
more favorable regulatory 
environment to incentivize power 
developers. 

3.1 Sector development 
outputs. Contribution to other 
sector development outputs and 
outcomes not captured under 
point 2, such as capacity or 
network expansion. 

Total dependable capacity 
increased to 21,241 MW as of 
December 2018 with RE of 6,592 
MW and geothermal accounting 
for 1,770 MW. 

Power sector continues to benefit from 
government support. 

RE capacity target is at least 20,000 
MW by 2040 (Source: Philippine 
Energy Plan 2017–2040). According 
to Department of Energy-Renewable 
Energy Management Bureau (Feb 
2020), renewables capacity fell short 
of the government’s target by 3,608 
MW, or 34% in 2018. 

3.2 Sector development 
outcomes. Contribution to other 
sector development outputs and 
outcomes not captured under 
point 2, such as increased 
infrastructure utilization or 
consumption, improved in-
country connectivity, and 
improved energy security. 

Improved energy security for the 
Philippines. 
 
Gross power generation 
nationwide reached 99,765 GWh 
in 2018, while gross electricity 
consumption was 82,617 GWh in 
2018 (source: Department of 
Energy power statistics as of 29 
March 2019) 

This is an offshoot of continued 
government support. 

Increased efficient power generating 
capacity with continued government 
support. 
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Results Area Actual Achievements Justification Potential Future Achievements 

3.3 Inclusion. Improved access 
to, availability of, and/or 
affordability of infrastructure 
services for the poor and other 
disadvantaged groups.  

Increased dependable capacity 
helped avert power outages. 
 
 

Increased capacity from additional steam 
supply will improve the pricing  

Continued government support is 
expected. 

3.4 Job creation. Creation of 
additional sustainable jobs or 
self-employment; distinguish 
between jobs created within and 
beyond the company. 

Provided employment 
opportunities to local residents. 

Eighty-two percent (147 of 180) of MGPP’s 
workforce is made up of residents of host 
communities. 
 
At TGPP, 64 of 73 (88%) of the workers are 
residents of host barangays, municipality, 
and province. 
 
Contractors of both geothermal plants also 
preferentially hire qualified local residents.   

Continue to employ local residents 
for technical positions and skill-based 
jobs. Monitor if contractors are 
informing public in directly impacted 
barangays on the jobs available for 
hiring. 
 
Intensify job postings in village 
information centers, such as 
barangay halls and barangay health 
centers. 

3.5 Environmental 
sustainability. Project net 
impact on greenhouse gas 
emissions; any other 
contributions to environmental 
improvements. 

RE production offsets the need 
for non-RE generation, thereby 
reducing greenhouse gas 
emissions. 
 
Sustained tree planting activities 
within the vicinity of the 
geothermal plant and adjacent 
host communities. 

The Project has delivered more than 
2,000 GWh per annum (2018–2019) to the 
grid. This translates into more than 
978,000 tons of CO2 equivalent emissions 
avoided.  
 
 
As of 2019, APRI has planted 27,000 
trees at both geothermal plants, achieving 
this through participation of the employees 
and host communities. 

The reduction in greenhouse gas 
emissions will continue for the life of 
the project. 
 
 

3.6 Regional integration. 
Project contributions to regional 
cooperation and integration by 
facilitating trade, cross-border 
mobility, cross-border power 
supplies, etc.  

The catalyst effect of replicating 
this green bond project in 
Thailand’s RE. 

Subsequent green bond projects are 
supported by ADB, such as B. Grimm in 
Thailand (solar power plants), AC Energy 
(a wholly-owned subsidiary of Ayala 
Corporation – Philippines, to support 
renewable energy in the Philippines, Viet 
Nam, Indonesia), and Energy Absolute 
wind farm in Thailand.  

Spurred more cross-border green 
bond projects. 

ADB = Asian Development Bank, APRI = AP Renewables Inc., MGPP = MakBan geothermal power plant, RE = renewable energy, P = Tiwi geothermal power plant. 
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SECTOR REVIEW 
 

1. As of 31 December 2018, the Philippines had total installed power generating capacity of 
23,815 megawatt (MW), but only 21,241 MW (89.2%) of that capacity was dependable. Fossil 
fuel remained the dominant source, with coal- and oil-fired power plants accounting for 37.1% 
and 18.0%, respectively, of installed capacity nationwide. Renewable energy, including 
geothermal and hydro, accounted for 30.3% of installed capacity. Gross power generation 
nationwide reached 99,765 gigawatt-hours (GWh) in 2018. Fossil fuel-based plants accounted for 
76.6% while renewable energy contributed 23.4% of the total. 

 
Table A3.1: Generation Mix in the Philippines, 2018 

 Installed Capacity Dependable Capacity Electricity Generation 

Fuel Source MW % MW % GWh % 

Fossil Fuel       
Coal 8,844 37.1 8,368 39.4 51,932 52.0 
Oil  4.292 18.0 2,995 14.1 3,173 3.2 
Natural gas 3,453 14.5 3,286 15.5 21,334 21.4 

Total Fossil Fuel 16,589 69.7 14,649 69.0 76,439 76.6 
Renewable Energy       
Geothermal 1,944 8.1 1,770 8.3 10,435 10.5 
Hydro 3,700 15.5 3,473 16.3 9,384 9.4 
Wind 427 1.8 427 2.0 1,153 1.2 
Solar 896 3.8 740 3.5 1,249 1.2 
Biomass 258 1.1 182 0.9 1,105 1.1 

Total Renewable Energy 7,226 30.3 6,592 31.0 23,326 23.4 

Total 23,815 100.0 21,241 100.0 99,765 100.0 
GWh = gigawatt-hour, MW = megawatt. 
Source: Department of Energy. 2019. 2018 Power Statistics. Manila. 

 

2. The Philippine electrical power grid is divided into three grids: Luzon (Northern 
Philippines), Visayas (Central Philippines), and Mindanao (Southern Philippines). The Luzon grid 
(location of the Tiwi and MakBan power plants) is largest, with 16,550 MW of installed capacity 
(69.5% of total). Its dependable capacity was 14,973 MW, which is 90.5% of total installed 
capacity. Peak power demand on Luzon grid was expected to grow by 4% in 2019 to 11.2 gigawatt 
(GW) from 10.8 GW in 2018. Power demand is expected to surge on the back of economic growth 
and population increase. The country’s infrastructure program also is contributing to growth in 
electricity demand. The power shortage in Luzon is expected to exacerbate in 2024, when the 
country’s indigenous natural gas production from its Malampaya offshore well in Palawan will fall 
significantly short of the gas requirement to run the three gas-powered plants in Batangas having 
aggregate installed capacity of 2,880 MW. Nearly a quarter of Luzon’s electricity requirement is 
sourced from these power plants.1  
 
3. To address the looming power shortage, additional generation capacity needs to be 
installed as soon as possible. The Department of Energy (DOE) estimates approximately 10,000 
MW of new capacity must be in place by 2022. The DOE also estimates that the country will need 
to triple the existing installed generation capacity of 23,000 MW by 2040 to meet the country’s 
anticipated energy needs, increase reserve margins, and support the Government of the 
Philippines in reaching its ambitious but doable target. The largest portion is still powered by oil 
and coal. The government has assumed the oil price would increase from $51/barrel in 2015 to 
$80/barrel in 2020 and rise further to $123/barrel by 2030. It expects renewable energy to double 
in capacity by 2030 and grow faster than the fossil fuel-based plants.  

 
1 ADB. 2018. Philippines Energy Sector Assessment, Strategy, and Road Map. Manila. 
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4. In the Philippine Energy Plan 2016–2030, the DOE has listed 47 potential fields with 
estimated capacity of 1,371 MW (capacity as of 2018 was 1,944 MW) and targeted commissioning 
these during 2017–2028. DOE has launched an open and competitive selection process whereby 
prospective geothermal resources, high as well as low enthalpy, are identified, assessed, and 
explored. Moreover, DOE has pushed to develop small-scale power application, conducted 
feasibility studies and other research on emerging technologies, and optimized geothermal power 
plant efficiency.2 In June 2018, the Philippine government launched a string of new exploration 
surveys. These follow the roughly 10 contracts the nation has signed with power companies to 
drill exploratory wells.3 
 
5. Geothermal is risky. Although nominally free, finding the resource is an expensive 
enterprise, with exploration wells costing up to $8 million each with no guarantee of success. The 
government requires at least two wells per private exploration project in order to more accurately 
estimate the yield of a site. Another upside is that the President of the Philippines in 2017 created 
an energy investment council that can greenlight major new projects, including geothermal 
exploration, in 30 days.  
 

 
2 Department of Energy. Philippine Energy Plan 2016–2030. Manila. 
3 ABC-CNBC. 2018. Going Geothermal: Philippines Revs Up Flagging Green Energy Engine. 10 October. 
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ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT 
 

A.  Background 
 
1. Asian Development Bank (ADB) provided assistance to AP Renewables, Inc. (APRI, the 
Company) for the Tiwi and Makiling-Banahaw Geothermal Power Green Bonds Project in the 
Philippines. The project financed the procurement of machinery and equipment needed in APRI’s 
operations. The two geothermal power plants were divested electricity assets of the Government 
of the Philippines operated by the National Power Corporation (NPC), which was acquired by 
APRI through public bidding in 2009. The Tiwi Geothermal Power Plant (TGPP or Tiwi) complex 
is located in the province of Albay, about 569 kilometers south of Metro Manila. With combined 
installed capacity of 234 MW, TGPP consists of three power plants with two generating units 
each. The units were commissioned between 1979 and 1982. The Makiling–Banahaw 
Geothermal Power Plant (MGPP or MakBan) complex is located about 70 kilometers southeast 
of Metro Manila on the boundary of Laguna and Batangas provinces. With combined capacity of 
442 MW, MGPP consists of seven power plants with a total of 10 generating units. The units were 
commissioned between 1979 and 1996. Steam resources required by the plants are produced by 
Philippine Geothermal Production Company (PGPC) under a geothermal resource service 
contract (GRSC) with the national government.  
 
2. The project was classified as category B for environment under ADB’s Safeguard Policy 
Statement (2009). No initial environmental examination report was required because the project 
entails refinancing and procurement of equipment and machinery needed in the operations and 
no construction of new facilities. Because there are existing geothermal facilities and ongoing 
business activities, however, an environmental compliance audit report with a corrective action 
plan had been prepared in 2015. The environmental compliance audit report aimed to address 
some information gaps, such as delineation of the roles and responsibilities to fully comply with 
the conditions set in the environmental compliance certificate (ECC), including the environmental 
management plan (EMP). APRI has in place an adequately resourced environmental, health, and 
safety (EHS) team. A multipartite monitoring team (MMT) is organized to encourage public 
participation, promote greater stakeholders’ vigilance, and provide appropriate checks-and-
balances mechanisms in the project implementation. 
 
3. ADB reviewed and evaluated the EHS performance and compliance status of the project 
during the extended annual review report mission conducted on 30 September to 4 October 2019. 
A site visit and meetings with the management team and health, safety, and environment staff 
assigned at the corporate and plant levels were also carried out. The mission confirmed that APRI 
is continuously improving, complying with, and implementing all the conditions in the ECCs and 
EMP, including monitoring and reporting requirements. 
 
B. Mission Review Findings 
 
4. Compliance with applicable national laws and permitting requirements. APRI was 
granted certificates of compliance by the Energy Regulatory Commission under Republic Act No. 
9136, known as the Electric Power Industry Reform Act of 2001. The certificates of compliance 
were granted after MGPP’s 10 and TGPP’s 6 generation facilities had complied with the Energy 
Regulatory Commission’s required environmental, technical, and financial standards. Through a 
one-time application, relevant permits were obtained to meet permitting requirements for 
continuous operation of power generation facilities. These include the following: (i) Permit to 
Operate Air Pollution Sources and Control Installation under the Clean Air Act, (ii) Discharge 
Permit for liquid waste and wastewater effluent under the Clean Water Act, and (iii) Hazardous 
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Wastes with Department of Environment and Natural Resources (DENR) ID Certificate.1 The 
transfer of ECC ownership had been made from NPC to APRI on 8 September 2009 in relation 
to MGPP and on 28 September 2009 in the case of TGPP. That transfer necessitated that APRI 
continuously satisfy the EHS conditions and obligations, including ECC compliance monitoring 
and reporting requirements of the concerned regulatory agencies. The table below shows the 
status of the ECCs and their validity. 
 

Table A4.1: Status of Environmental Compliance Certificates for Tiwi–MakBan 
Geothermal Power Plants 

Geothermal 
Plant Project 

ECC Reference 
Code 

Date of 
Issuance 

ECC 
Transfer of 
Ownership 

Current 
ECC 

Proponent Remarks/ Issues 

MakBan MakBan Geothermal Modular 
Power Plant Project  

ECC 9206-041-
203C 

Issued to NPC 
on 29 Jun 1992 

8 Sep 2009 APRI Valid 

ECC 0112-871-
203 

Issued to NPC 
and PGI on 21 
Nov 2002 

8 Sep 2009 APRI Valid. 
 

Mak-Ban Binary Cycle 
Geothermal Power Generating 
Plant Project for 15/0.73 MW 
MakBan Binary Cycle 
Geothermal Power Generating 
Plant  

ECC 9112-037-
203 

Issued to NPC 
on 5 Mar 1992 

8 Sep 2009 APRI Valid. Only Binary 1 
is in operation. 

MakBan Waste Storage Facility 
Project of PGI 

ECC 4A-2003-
529-120 

Issued to PGI 
on 25 Jun 2003 

 PGPC Nonoperational. 
Delisted as 
Treatment, Storage 
and Disposal 
Facility (DENR 
Letter dated 22 Dec 
2011 to Chevron)  

Tiwi Upgrading and Rehabilitation 
Activities of the Tiwi 
Geothermal Power Plant  

ECC 0109-642-
203 

Issued to NPC 
and PGI on 10 
Sep 2002 

28 Sep 2009 APRI and 
PGPC 

Valid 

Proposed Geothermal Residue 
Non-hazardous Disposal 
Landfill Facility Project 

ECC 0602-038-
9200 

7 Apr 2006  PGPC No information 
shared by PGPC 

Tiwi Warehouse 3 and 4 
Hazardous Waste Storage 
Facility Project 

ECC 0407-162-
5012 

21 Jul 2004  PGPC No information 
shared by PGPC 

Tiwi Laboratory Wastes 
Injection Project 

ECC-0402-044-
4220 

28 Jul 1994 28 Sep 2009 PGPC No information 
shared by PGPC 

APRI = AP Renewables, Inc.; DENR = Department of Environment and Natural Resources;  
ECC = environmental compliance certificate; MW = megawatt; NPC = National Power Corporation;  
PGI = Philippine Geothermal Inc.; PGPC = Philippine Geothermal Production Company, Inc. 

Source: AP Renewables, Inc. 

 
5. Compliance with environmental compliance certificates and environmental 
management plan. All the conditions in the ECCs and obligations in the EMP for MGPP and 
TGPP have been complied with continuously and implemented by APRI and PGPC.2 All 
monitoring results are documented and reported in the compliance monitoring report and are 

 
1 R.A. 8749 (Clean Air Act of 1999); PD 984 (Pollution Control Law); RA 6969 (Toxic Substances and Hazardous and 

Nuclear Wastes Control Act of 1990); PD 1076 (Water Code of the Philippines), and R.A. 9275 (Clean Water Act of 
2004). 

2 Because the PGPC steam field is an associated facility and also is covered under the ECC, it also complies with 
relevant national environmental legislation. 
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verified by the multipartite monitoring team (MMT).3 During the operation stage, no fines and 
penalties were incurred because of environmental noncompliance and no material environmental 
claims were filed against APRI by the community or nongovernment organizations. Below is a 
summary of environmental issues, monitoring results, and mitigation measures:  
 

(i) Air emission and noise level monitoring results. Continuous Ambient 
Monitoring System stations indicated that real-time values of ambient hydrogen 
sulfide complied with ambient standards set by DENR at 0.07 parts per million for 
a 30-minute averaging time.4 Monthly monitoring of the noise levels showed that 
the values are within Occupational Safety and Health Administration and Philippine 
Standards at noise level 75 decibels for heavy industrial area during daytime (9 
a.m. to 6 p.m.). Appropriate noise barriers, especially near generators and/or 
engines (e.g., soundproof powerhouse) have been installed effectively to attenuate 
noise emanating from the equipment. 

(ii) Water quality monitoring. The plants use a closed-loop system wherein 
wastewater and condensates are disposed of by re-injecting into injection wells 
fitted with leak-proof casings. The parameters monitored are potential of hydrogen 
(pH), temperature, chloride, boron, and arsenic. Among these parameters, boron 
and arsenic usually exhibit high values that exceed the limit as per Philippine 
National Drinking Water Standards (PNDWS, 2007). Boron and arsenic are 
endemic to the geothermal area and can be expected to be found at naturally 
elevated concentrations in soil and water resources. Other than boron, total 
dissolved solids, and arsenic, the other parameters conformed with DENR 
standards based on water quality monitoring.5 MGPP operations do not cause acid 
rain (considered to be rain with pH below 5.6).  

(iii) Solid waste management plan. Employees are required to segregate waste 
materials at source. These are collected and characterized as biodegradable 
versus non-biodegradable waste at a temporary disposal site prior to final 
collection and disposal by a third-party contractor engaged by APRI. A centralized 
material recovery facility and scrapyard have been established to receive 
recyclables materials. 

(iv) Hazardous waste management. Hazardous wastes are properly managed 
through identification, labelling, storage, and disposal. On-site storage and 
containment have been established before final collection and disposal. A third- 
party contractor accredited by DENR has been engaged to transport, treat, and 
dispose of hazardous waste in a government-designated disposal area. 
Hazardous waste facilities are provided with proper ventilation and secondary 

 
3 An MMT is organized by the proponent composed of the local government units representing the covered towns. 

The MMTs of both plants were recomposed in compliance with recent policy issuance of the regulatory agency. The 
elected chairperson is the representative from the Department of Energy. MMT members were trained to conduct 
quarterly monitoring activities as well as complaint management. The MMTs are trained to receive and handle 
complaints received from the community and address concerns in coordination with the MGPP and TGPP. 

4 Ambient H2S: Philippine standard is 0.07 parts per million (ppm) for a 30-minute averaging time and Occupational 
Safety and Health Administration (OSHA) standard for toxic and hazardous substances exposures must not exceed 
20 ppm (ceiling), with the following exceptions: i) if no other measurable exposure occurs during the 8-hour work 
shift, exposures may exceed 20 ppm, but no more than 50 ppm (peak), and ii) for a single time period up to 10 
minutes. 

5 The 1982 characterization study revealed that the boron value ranged from 0 to 4 milligrams/liter, which exceeded 
the national standard for drinking water of 2 milligrams/liter. APRI had indicated its intent to establish itself as being 
in a non-attainment area for boron, but, after series of meetings and deliberations, the regulatory agencies concerned 
decided that there is no need for APRI to apply for this nonattainment area. This resolution of this issue is based on 
a provision stated in Section 6 of the RA 9275 (Clean Water Act). 
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containment. To complement the secondary containment, an emergency spill 
response cabinet is in place and contains the necessary spill response equipment 
and personal protective equipment. 

(v) Asbestos-containing waste materials.  In lieu of constructing a monofill at 
MGPP, APRI has opted to engage a trained and accredited third-party transporter 
and treater for asbestos-containing waste materials. At TGPP, asbestos-
containing waste materials are disposed of at the designated Naglabong 20 landfill 
site located within the proclaimed geothermal reserve.  

(vi) Environmental, health and safety (EHS) management program. TGPP and 
MGPP have maintained their ISO certifications, such as: ISO 9001:2015 – Quality 
Management System and ISO 14001:2015 – Environmental Management System. 
They are transitioning from Occupational Health and Safety Assessment Series 
18001:2007 to ISO 45001:2018 – Occupational Health and Safety. EHS training 
programs are regularly conducted and include: (i) basic emergency, firefighting 
and safety drills; (ii) basic occupational health and safety training; (iii) an EHS 
awareness program for contractors prior to start of work; (iv) first aid training; and 
(v) Weekly Toolbox talks with the operation and maintenance group. A contingency 
and emergency preparedness response plan in case of accidents, equipment 
malfunction, extreme weather-related impacts, and other emergencies is in place 
to avoid any interruption and ensure health and safety among workers and the 
community.6 There have been no reported accidents or fatality cases during the 
past 4–5 years of operations. Some EHS-related incidents, such as a flashover 
incident that caused power failure, accidental discharge of carbon dioxide due to 
malfunctioning of smoke and fire detector, and transformer failure have been 
addressed by APRI fully and in a timely manner. Regular medical check-ups, 
including pulmonary function and audiometric testing, are conducted on an annual 
basis, and there is random drug testing of employees. 

(vii) Mount Malinao biodiversity study and conservation project. Neither TGPP nor 
MGPP is located in a critical habitat, and no rare, threatened, or endangered plant 
and animal species are within and immediately surrounding the project.7 TGPP, in 
partnership with a local state university, is completing a biodiversity study of the 
geothermal reservation area and, together with various stakeholders and the host 
community, it will develop and implement a biodiversity management plan. The 
plan will include capacity building of eco-scouts from the host communities who 
will work as vanguards to implement conservation and protection activities in areas 

identified to have high diversity and endemism. An initial result of flora and fauna 
assessment has been to confirm the presence of valuable flora and fauna species 
(e.g., Fairy Bluebird species). Mount Malinao is now regarded as a critical 
watershed that needs protection and conservation. A Technical Working Group 
composed of stakeholders within the Mount Malinao Geothermal Reserve has 
been formed and will be part of the working committee of the MMT.  

(viii) Subsidence report. Monitoring of the subsidence is done every 3 years by a third-
party expert. The results are submitted to DENR for review and evaluation as a 
basis for revalidating allowable steam production and extraction limits. The latest 

 
6 Other EHS management programs include (i) regular and proper maintenance of all pollution-control equipment and 

facilities, (ii) monitoring the integrity of production casings and pipeline supports to prevent pipeline failures, and (iii) 
monitoring condition of the plugged or decommissioned wells. 

7 This is according to the University of the Philippines Los Baños Makiling Center for Mountain Ecosystems, which, 
working through the MMT, is conducting environmental programs at the Mount Makiling Forest Reserve that was 
declared a heritage park by the Association of Southeast Asians Nations, and according to the NPC Watershed 
Management Unit. The MakBan Geothermal Reservation was declared a watershed reservation in 1987. 
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subsidence report was submitted to DENR 12 March 2018. In summary, it 
indicated significant decrease in subsidence rates throughout the geothermal field. 
The average subsidence rate is 0.7 millimeters/year near the center of the 
production area.8  

(ix) Environmental monitoring fund and environmental guarantee fund. An 
environmental monitoring fund has been established to financially support the 
activities of the MMT. Based on the MMT’s annual work and financial plan, 
₱725,000.00 has been allocated and is replenishable every year. Also, there is a 
readily available and replenishable environmental guarantee fund to cover 
expenses for compensation of damages to life and property that may be caused 
by the project; for rehabilitation and/or restoration of areas affected by the project’s 
construction, operation, and abandonment; for compensation of parties and 
communities affected by possible negative impacts; and as a source of funds for 
contingency and clean-up activities. APRI has allocated a budget of ₱5.0 million 
for the environmental guarantee fund. This was certified by BDO Unibank Inc. 
Trust and Investment Group as of 25 March 2013. 

 
6. Compliance with corrective action plan as agreed with ADB. The 2015 environmental 
compliance audit report required APRI to enhance the compliance with ECCs and EMPs through 
(i) clearly delineating the roles and responsibilities as per Geothermal Resource Sales Contract 
(GRSC) provisions,9 and (ii) complying with and implementing the conditions stipulated in the 
ECC agreed upon by APRI and PGPC. Out of 7 corrective action plan (CAP) items, 4 have been 
accomplished but there are 3 remaining partially accomplished and are still open. Closure of these 
unaccomplished CAP items is beyond APRI’s complete control, but constant follow-up has been 
exercised to expedite the process. The table below presents the updated CAP as of October 
2019. APRI will continuously provide updates as to the status of the remaining partially 
accomplished CAP items, and a realistic timeline should be indicated in the next annual 
monitoring report to be submitted to ADB for review. 
  

 
8 Based on the 2018 subsidence report, the expert has forecast a slowdown in subsidence rates to continue in the 

production area with stabilization of the reservoir pressure, which is a function of natural recharge and injection. This 
slowdown in subsidence rates is currently being observed at both MGPP and TGPP. 

9 GRSC (2003), Section 6.8, “All Government approvals (if any) required under applicable law to be maintained by the 
Owner (Power Sector Assets and Liabilities Management Corporation, now APRI) in connection with, and which are 
material to, the Generating Facilities and by the Contractor (Philippine Geothermal Inc. or PGI, now PGPC) in 
connection with, and which are material to, the Geothermal Facilities shall be obtained and at all times maintained, 
or caused to be obtained and maintained, by the relevant Party, in full force and effected and, where applicable, 
renewed and caused to be renewed by the relevant Party at the relevant time.” 
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Table A4.2: Status and Progress of Open Environmental Compliance Certificates 

No. Measures and/or Corrective Actions Deliverable Timelines 
Status of Compliance  

(as October 2019) 

1 Pursue APRI’s application to DENR 
Central Office for ECC integration 
and splitting into two ECCs: Steam 
Gathering System and Power 
Generating Plants. The objectives of 
this are to simplify reporting, address 
conditions that are no longer 
applicable to the operations phase of 
the project, align with Geothermal 
Resources Services Contract 
(GRSC) structure, and consolidate 
conditions common to the three 
ECCs and thus enhancing the 
environmental management 
systems. Preparation of 
documentary requirements for this 
ECC screening (i.e., Environmental 
Performance Report and 
Management Plan, EPRMP) and 
continuous coordination with PGPC, 
project preparers, and DENR is 
ongoing. 

Two new, 
revised and 
updated, ECCs 
for Steam 
Gathering 
System and for 
Power 
Generating 
Plant in MakBan 
 
 
 
 
 

2015–
2018 

Partially Accomplished. 
The splitting of the ECC at MGPP 
is still not completed. Application 
for the ECC amendment was 
begun in 2017. To implement 
splitting of the ECC, DENR has 
required submission of the 
EPRMP. APRI had submitted the 
EPRMP to DENR in March 2017, 
but there has been no progress to 
date in processing and approving 
the EPRMP.  

2 In Tiwi, while APRI’s environmental, 
health, and safety team and its 
environmental officer are designated 
and responsible for compliance with 
all regulatory requirements and to 
ensure implementation of 
environmental management and 
monitoring plans, the arrangement 
delineating the roles and 
responsibilities of APRI and PGPC 
should be completed first. APRI and 
PGPC are currently developing a 
Joint Operational Guideline (JOG) 
(as informed by personal 
communication with APRI on 5 May 
2015). 
The issue of decommissioning, 
abandonment, and surface 
rehabilitation should be included in 
the JOG that is currently being 
developed by APRI and PGPC. 

Joint 
Operational 
Guideline (JOG) 
between APRI 
and PGPC 

2015–
2018 

Partially complied.  
Discussion between APRI and 
PGPC is still ongoing regarding 
the JOG. 
The JOG is covered in the GRSC 
between APRI and PGPC that 
was signed in 2012 and ended 24 
August 2018. Renewal of the 
GRSC through the Geothermal 
Resources Supply and Services 
Agreement (GRSSA) covering 
the years 2018–2034 includes the 
additional 50-megawatt steam 
generation. Abandonment 
obligations and terms are being 
negotiated as part of the current 
GRSSA. Only when the 
contractual terms are finalized 
can the JOG development move 
forward. 

3 Collaborate with the UPLB Makiling 
Center for Mountain Ecosystems 
through the multipartite monitoring 
team (MMT) regarding its 
environmental programs at Mount 
Makiling Forest Reserve (which has 
been declared heritage park by 
ASEAN) and with the NPC 
Watershed Management Unit 
(because the MakBan Geothermal 
Reservation was declared a 
watershed reservation in 1987). 

Collaboration 
activities with 
concerned 
stakeholders 

TBD Partially accomplished. 
Under the original memorandum 
of agreement (MOA) on forming 
MGPP’s MMT, UPLB was a 
member. In the recent 
reorganization of the MMT in 
compliance with DENR 
Administrative Order 2017-15 
DOE, however, UPLB opted not 
to be a member of the MMT but 
expressed willingness to continue 
providing services, if needed. The 
MMT is looking at the possibility 
of engaging another academic 
entity from nearby municipalities 
as a replacement for UPLB. 
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No. Measures and/or Corrective Actions Deliverable Timelines 
Status of Compliance  

(as October 2019) 

APRI has been in discussion with 
NPC since 12 December 2017 on 
the proposed MOA to streamline 
tree cutting and trimming 
requirements, and the latest 
discussion was on 7 August 2019 
regarding APRI’s proposed MOA 
among the APRI–NPC–Makiling 
Banahaw Watershed Area Team. 
While awaiting decision from 
NPC’s Management Committee 
on this MOA, another MOA on 
watershed management is being 
processed and is focused on tree 
planting and adopt-a-forest 
program. 

APRI = AP Renewables, Inc.; ASEAN = Association of Southeast Asian Nations; DENR = Department of Environment 
and Natural Resources; ECC = environmental compliance certificate; EPRMP = Environmental Performance Report 
and Management Plan; GRSC = Geothermal Resource Sales Contract; GRSSA = Geothermal Resources Supply and 
Services Agreement; JOG = Joint Operational Guideline; MGPP = MakBan geothermal power plant; MMT = multipartite 
monitoring team; MOA = memorandum of agreement; NPC = National Power Corporation; PGPC = Philippine 
Geothermal Production Company, Inc.; TBD = to be determined; UPLB = University of the Philippines Los Baños. 
Source: AP Renewables, Inc.  

 
C.  Conclusions and Recommendations 
 
7. Based on review and evaluation of available safeguard documents, such as the 
environmental impact assessment; EMP; environmental compliance audit report, including the 
CAP; compliance monitoring reports; site visits; and technical meetings with APRI’s management 
staff and EHS staff, the mission concludes that all applicable national laws and ADB safeguards 
requirements have been adequately met. ADB’s support on the continuous operation of these 
well-established, existing geothermal facilities helps address global climate change risk by 
offsetting greenhouse gases that may otherwise be emitted from fossil fuel energy generation 
facilities. Therefore, APRI is committed to (i) continuously improve, comply with, and implement 
all the necessary mitigating measures as required in the conditions stated in the ECCs and EMP; 
and (ii) maintain the highest standards on health and safety procedures to ensure that no harm 
will occur to the work force, communities, and surrounding environment. 
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SOCIAL IMPACT 
 

A. Project Profile 
 
1. Asian Development Bank (ADB) provided assistance to AP Renewables, Inc. (APRI, the 
Company) for the Tiwi and Makiling-Banahaw Geothermal Power Green Bonds Project in the 
Philippines. The project financed the procurement of machinery and equipment needed in APRI’s 
operations. The two geothermal power plants were divested electricity assets of the Government 
of the Philippines operated by the National Power Corporation (NPC) and which were acquired 
by APRI through public bidding in 2009. The Tiwi Geothermal Power Plant (TGPP or Tiwi) 
complex is located in the province of Albay, about 569 kilometers south of Metro Manila. With a 
combined installed capacity of 234 megawatts, Tiwi consists of three power plants with two 
generating units each. The units were commissioned between 1979 and 1982. The Makiling–
Banahaw Geothermal Power Plant (MGPP or MakBan) complex is located about 70 kilometers 
southeast of Metro Manila on the boundary of Laguna and Batangas provinces. With a combined 
capacity of 442 megawatts, MakBan consists of seven power plants with a total of 10 generating 
units. The units were commissioned between 1979 and 1996. Steam resources required by the 
plants are produced by Philippine Geothermal Production Company (PGPC) under a geothermal 
resource service contract (GRSC) with the national government. 
 
2. The project was classified as category C for both involuntary resettlement and Indigenous 
Peoples. A social compliance audit was undertaken as required prior to ADB’s financing. The 
audit confirmed that Tiwi–MakBan facilities are located on land leased to APRI by the 
government’s Power Sector Assets and Liabilities Management (PSALM) Corporation for the 25 
years from 26 May 2009 until 2034. APRI undertook no expansion activities requiring additional 
lands at either plant in the past 4–5 years. The audit also confirmed that no indigenous peoples 
reside in the project areas, and APRI’s operations do not interfere with or impact indigenous 
peoples’ property or livelihoods. The results of the social compliance audit required APRI to 
implement actions to avoid further encroachment of informal dwellers in the project area, mitigate 
unanticipated involuntary resettlement impacts on informal dwellers if APRI will require expansion 
of existing facilities, comply with national labor laws and international core labor standards, 
document and report stakeholder engagement and benefits- sharing activities (corporate social 
responsibility, or CSR), pay remittances under the national wealth tax and contributions under 
Energy Regulation (ER) No. 1-94, and establish an effective grievance-redress mechanism. 
 
B.  Review Findings 
 

1. Compliance with Social Safeguard Requirements 

 

3. Involuntary resettlement. The 25-year land lease agreement with PSALM covers an 
aggregate land area of 544 hectares composed of 1,011 land plots. TGPP has a total leased area 
of 368 hectares with 557 land plots, while MGPP is within 176 hectares of leased premises with 
454 land plots. When APRI acquired the facilities in 2009, the government had not completed the 
titling of land plots. APRI assisted NPC and PSALM to perfect the legal documentation of lots 
within the leased premises. As of July 2019, the majority (71%) of land plots were still 
unregistered. Of the 29% of lots registered, 203 are registered in the name of NPC/PSALM, 23 
have titles registered in the name of third parties with titles bearing evidence of transfer to or 
interest of NPC, and 64 have titles registered in the names of third parties with no evidence of 
transfer to NPC. Of the 721 unregistered lots, registration proceedings for 247 had been decided 
in favor of NPC/PSALM, 202 had registration proceedings underway, and the remaining 272 lots 
were not currently the subjects of any pending proceedings. Since 2017, APRI has initiated the 
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registration of 697 unregistered lots to the Land Registration Authority. The registration includes 
annotation to notify third parties that APRI has the right to possess the unregistered lands as part 
of the leased premises. Social audit in 2015 had reported the presence of 129 informal dwellers 
within the leased property based on an inventory by NPC and PSALM in February 2009.  
 
4. The audit required APRI to monitor the presence of informal dwellers annually and prevent 
further encroachment in the area. In the 2016 annual inventory conducted by APRI, it was 
reported that 65 informal dwellers remained in the area. APRI engaged a security group to 
conduct surveillance of the steam fields and areas within and around the plant sites. As of mid-
2019, there were no reported sightings of new encroachment of informal dwellers within the land 
lease agreement area. It is important also to note that there had been no APRI-initiated project 
for the past 4–5 years that led to any displacement of informal dwellers. APRI and PGPC are 
currently studying the feasibility, however, of establishing a binary plant to increase the generation 
capacity at TGPP. The proposed construction site for the binary plant would physically and/or 
economically displace seven families informally occupying the area. APRI is following the 
procedure prescribed in the social compliance audit to address any unanticipated involuntary 
resettlement impacts on informal dwellers. While APRI is finalizing the engineering and 
construction plans, a series of consultations with the affected families was conducted in 
coordination with PSALM and the local government units (LGUs). An initial survey of affected 
structures was done with the participation of the affected households and the barangay and 
municipal LGUs. A resettlement plan is currently being prepared, consistent with the requirements 
of ADB’s Safeguard Policy Statement (2009) regarding involuntary resettlement. 
 
5. Indigenous Peoples. The 2015 audit report also confirmed that there were no indigenous 
peoples within the project areas and that neither geothermal power plant overlaps with any 
recognized or known ancestral lands. The report mentioned the presence of a tribal community 
of Agta that lives in barangay Maynonong in the municipality of Tiwi, but it is outside the TGPP 
complex. In recent years, however, some members of the Agta community have moved toward 
barangay Jaraon. There are no geothermal facilities situated within barangay Jaraon, but steam 
pipes pass across the barangay area. Although APRI’s operations do not interfere with or impact 
Indigenous Peoples’ property or livelihoods, a recent revision in the guidelines of the Department 
of Energy (DOE) on the beneficiaries of ER 1-94 includes the indigenous peoples present within 
the host barangays. The DOE, in coordination with the National Commission on Indigenous 
Peoples, is currently reviewing the eligibility of the Agta tribal community in barangay Jaraon as 
recipients of ER 1-94 benefits based on said guideline. 
 

2. Other Social Dimensions 
 
6. Labor and social protection. The 2009 acquisition of the two geothermal plants included 
provisions in the Asset Purchase Agreement to ensure continued employment of qualified NPC 
employees in TGPP and MGPP. APRI, based on its obligations in the Asset Purchase Agreement, 
offered a contract of 5 months to all plant employees and a separation package for those who 
expressed intention to leave. Several employees voluntarily accepted the separation package. 
Some who were found by the pre-employment medical exam to be not physically fit to work were 
offered the same package. During the 5-month contractual period, plant employees’ competence 
and qualifications were assessed, and a skills review was conducted to match APRI’s 
requirements for running the plant operations efficiently. In the end, 83 employees voluntarily 
accepted the separation package and 15 were found unfit to work. In 2010, APRI implemented a 
salary restructuring program that increased the salaries of employees based on industry 
standards. Employees interviewed during the review mission attested that all employees were 
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given an informed choice and that the process undertaken ensured protection for the rights of all 
affected employees.  
 
7. As of September 2019, APRI had a total workforce of 288, with 63% deployed at MGPP, 
25% at TGPP, and 12% assigned in the corporate office. More than half of the workforce (157 
employees) had been with APRI for more than 5 years. APRI provides employment opportunities 
to its host communities. At MGPP, 82% of its workforce is from the host municipalities (31%) and 
provinces (Laguna 31%, Batangas 20%). In comparison, 88% of TGPP’s workforce consists of 
residents of the municipality of Tiwi (41%) and other parts within the province of Albay (47%). The 
average age of employees across APRI is 39 years, and the youngest is 23 years old. Women 
accounted for 25% of its total workforce, and this proportion is the same as the composition of 
women in the supervisory, managerial, and executive positions. All employees receive statutory 
benefits, including medical assistance and social security benefits. Exclusive to women 
employees, benefits provided by APRI consist of expanded maternity leave, lactation break, 
lactation rooms set up at each plant, special leave benefit for women, and leave related to violence 
against women and children. 
 
8. APRI ensures strict adherence to general labor and occupational safety and health 
standards and has not been cited for any labor standard violations from the Department of Labor 
and Employment since 2009. A policy on maintaining a work environment that promotes equal 
employment opportunities and prohibits discriminatory practices, including harassment, is being 
upheld by the Company. Its Code of Ethics and Business Conduct emphasizes that each 
employee must be treated with respect and dignity. The policy also promotes a safe and healthy 
working environment and requires all units of operations to strictly comply with all applicable 
environmental and workplace health and safety laws and regulations. 
 
9. APRI implements a program that promotes employee engagement and industrial peace 
in its operations. Employee Welfare Committees are established in both plants. Managerial–
supervisory (3) and rank-and-file employee (4–5) representatives are members of the committee, 
which focuses on coordinating plans and programs for social and employee activities, health and 
wellness, employee welfare, and employee grievance and concerns. APRI has an ongoing 
collective bargaining agreement with the APRI-MakBan Employees Union (AMEU). The union 
has 44 voluntary members, mostly from the operations and maintenance department. AMEU has 
been instrumental in informing the management of employee issues and coming up with 
resolutions that work for both sides. APRI conducts regular dialogue with the employees and/or 
consultation with the union officers. The human resources department also conducts monthly 
stakeholder management meetings to discuss and resolve concerns. These usually concern 
training, talent management, operations and maintenance protocol, occupational safety and 
health, utilization of service vehicles, and compensation and benefits. APRI has ongoing labor 
dispute cases consolidated into three petitions due to a redundancy program at Tiwi implemented 
in 2013. The redundancy program was implemented because of the declining steam production 
and automation of its system. While the cases had been dismissed in a lower court, APRI is still 
waiting for a final decision from the supreme court.  
 
10. APRI ensures that its contractors comply with national labor laws, rules, and regulations. 
Engagement with ADB strengthened its contractor management system by incorporating ADB’s 
social protection requirements. APRI requires commitment from all contractors to abide by its 
contractor policy encompassing commitments to provide a safe and healthy working environment 
for workers while abiding by pertinent laws to avoid and mitigate environmental impacts of their 
operations. The policy also has provisions to uphold respect for human rights, including equal 
opportunities for workers and non-employment of minors and compliance with legislation on 
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minimum wage and social security. It also requires contractors to establish a healthy engagement 
with local communities.  
 
11. Stakeholder engagement and grievance management. APRI aims to continue 
operating the power plants in harmony with the local community. MGPP has seven host 
barangays located within one host city and two host municipalities located within two provinces. 
TGPP has 10 host barangays and six partner barangays within Tiwi, Albay. To build, protect, and 
enhance the relationship between APRI and its host communities and LGUs, APRI developed the 
Company’s Stakeholder Engagement Policy that was adopted in December 2015.Because the 
geothermal plants had been operating for more than 20 years, the communities were familiar with 
the presence of the geothermal facilities in their area but not with the Company operating the 
plants. To introduce APRI to the host communities, the Company designed and implemented a 
community-based information, education, and communication campaign whereby Company staff 
conducts community meetings with interactive programs to catch the interest of the participants 
and instill in them APRI’s commitment to operate responsibly and in partnership with the 
communities. 
 
12. Since 2016, APRI has conducted a yearly survey on the perception of the host 
communities as to the effectiveness of its community engagement activities. A third-party service 
provider administered the survey conducted for the past 3 years. Beginning in 2019, APRI 
developed the skills and capability of its college scholars to conduct the perception survey. At 
both plants, APRI achieved an average98% satisfaction rating for the past 4 years.  
 
13. An avenue for community involvement in the project is through its multipartite monitoring 
team (MMT) at each plant. The MMT comprises representatives from the host barangay and 
municipal LGUs; technical experts from government agencies; and local organizations and 
nongovernment organizations, such as Samahan ng Maliliit na Mangingisda ng Putsan, Kalipunan 
ng Liping Pilipina (at MakBan) and Senior Citizens Association, Rotary Club, and Sagip-Ilog (at 
Tiwi). The MMT regularly meets to monitor the social and environmental performance of the power 
plants.  
 
14. In December 2015, APRI also developed its grievance policy to manage stakeholders’ 
grievances, issues, concerns, problems, and claims (perceived or actual) regarding APRI’s 
operations, projects, and activities. Through the policy, received grievances are logged, and 
actions taken are being tracked and reported. Grievances from the community are received by 
the Company directly from the concerned persons and/or entities or through the MMT. The 
Company trained the MMT members in complaints management to strengthen their capacity to 
effectively handle and resolve complaints that can be addressed at their level.   
 
15. Benefit sharing. APRI’s host communities receive benefits from the project through the 
national wealth tax and ER No. 1-94. From the 4th quarter of 2017 to the 3rd quarter of 2018, 
MGPP remitted ₱31.5 million to the national wealth tax fund while TGPP remitted ₱13.1 million 
for the last quarter of 2017 and two quarters of 2018. As for ER 1-94, APRI paid ₱78.9 million 
from MakBan and ₱42.3 million from Tiwi during 2015–2019. Since the 2nd quarter of 2017, 
remittance on ER 1-94 has been released directly to the host communities pursuant to the latest 
policy issuance of the DOE. Changes in the policy included that the regional development council 
and Indigenous Peoples communities present in the project area became designated 
beneficiaries. APRI provided guidance and assistance to host communities to comply with the 
DOE requisites to receive remittances directly. Fifty percent of the amount contributed to ER 1--94 
is allocated to an electrification fund while the remaining amount is divided equally among a 
development livelihood fund and a reforestation, watershed management, health and 
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environmental enhancement fund. The electrification fund is used for electricity distribution 
projects within the host communities. The development livelihood fund and the reforestation, 
watershed management, health and environmental enhancement fund are managed by the 
Company but allocated to specific projects by the host LGUs, mostly relating to civil works and 
social infrastructures. In past years, the funds were used to build flood control structures, install 
water systems, construct classrooms and health centers, implement solid waste management 
programs, and build road infrastructures necessary for socioeconomic development of the host 
communities.  
 
16. Corporate social responsibilities and community development. APRI also 
implements community development activities in coordination with the Aboitiz Foundation, the 
corporate social responsibility (CSR) arm of the Aboitiz group of companies. The key areas of 
development support are in education, enterprise development, environmental management and 
enhancement, and relief and outreach programs. APRI spent ₱53.7 million on community 
development projects during 2018 and 2019. Women and girls from the host communities 
received benefits from APRI’s CSR projects. As of December 2019, 60% of direct beneficiaries 
for educational support and scholarship are women and girls, 47% of the Community-Based Risk 
Reduction Management Workshop participants were women community leaders, and the 
Christmas outreach program involved women and girls from the host communities. 
 
17. Another CSR initiative of APRI is establishment of the Cleanergy Center at MGPP. This 
is an educational facility and interactive museum promoting the use of renewable energy in the 
Philippines. Through audiovisual presentations and interactive displays, it provides a tour through 
the working of a geothermal power plant and showcases APRI’s contribution to the country’s 
renewable energy program. The center offers free admission to the general public, and especially 
to elementary, secondary, and tertiary students. It accommodates an average 725 visitors 
monthly. Since its opening in 2013, more than 55,000 local and international visitors have visited 
the center. 
 
C. Conclusions and Recommendations 
 
18. APRI’s operations were confined within the area under the land lease agreement, and no 
additional land was acquired. The Company took measures to ensure full compliance with ADB’s 
Safeguard Policy Statement. It implemented the required actions specified in the 2015 social 
compliance audit report. Steps are being taken to address potential involuntary resettlement 
impacts on informal dwellers occupying the land proposed for planned establishment of the binary 
plant at TGPP. It is recommended that ADB conduct monitoring after the extended annual review 
regarding preparation of the resettlement plan and its implementation. APRI’s operations 
contribute to the socioeconomic development of the host communities through employment, 
sharing from the national wealth tax fund and ER 1-94, and CSR programs. APRI strictly complies 
with the national labor laws and takes measures to adhere to internationally recognized core labor 
standards. Through its engagement with ADB, APRI has improved its contractor management 
policy to ensure the parallel commitment of its contractors to comply with labor laws and 
standards. Although the project was designed to have no gender elements, APRI reports 
providing benefits to women through employment and CSR activities. 


